Innovation Engineering competences are specifically focused on
designing, developing and maintaining advanced IT solutions for
knowledge

extraction,

supporting

our

customers

in

the

research, management and analysis of added-value information
for innovation processes, contained both inside (documents,

Your innovation guide

etc.) and outside (Web, structured database) the enterprises.
Innovation Engineering develops and delivers specific products
and solutions, based on advanced information retrieval and NLP
techniques. These kinds of solutions, together with Web and
mobile applications and CRM systems, complete the portfolio of
services and products, which Innovation Engineering offers in
customised versions for specific needs.
Innovation Engineering customers are large multinational
companies, as well as SMEs and public authorities. Innovation
Engineering also takes part in several EU and regional
government co-funded R&I projects.
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Search, Collaborate, Innovate.

“

There’s a way to do it better… find it!
- Thomas Edison -

Collaborate

Wheesbee is an innovative IT platform aimed at making R&I processes easier

Wheesbee is also a powerful and user friendly collaborative environment, which

and faster. Wheesbee represents a convenient one-stop-shop solution, enabling

allows you to easily organise and share documents, search results and relevant

you to easily:

information with other enterprise users. Thanks to Wheesbee’s web-based

Seek collaboration and find funding opportunities.

Document Management System, you can create virtual “Rooms” for specific

Explore and map technology developments.

topics of your interest, and also tag and share any type of documents easily,

Get suggestions on how to innovate.

quickly and safely.

Store, organise and share relevant information and documents.
With Wheesbee you can manage information and your R&D processes in one
single desktop view.

What can you do with Wheesbee?

Innovate
Wheesbee uses pattern analysis to suggest and inspire technological innovation.
Thanks to its unique OAT search mode (Object-Action-Tool), the system can find
specific patterns within documents, providing clustered views on “tools”
performing specific “actions” on certain “objects”.

Search
Wheesbee contains a powerful and innovative engine, making use of the latest
semantic techniques, for in-depth searches of the relevant information you need
in your enterprise R&I processes.
Papers: browse among more than 18 million scientific papers and articles.
Patents: search among over 10 million (and growing) patents from the European
database since 1985.
Project ideas: find potential partners and collaboration opportunities for R&I projects.
Public funded opportunities: a comprehensive database of European grants, financial
programmes, and national funds.
Public funded research projects: consider what is going on, for state-of-the-art and
benchmarking analysis.
Web:

discover relevant URLs and Web sites, crawled and indexed by the system

starting from user’s input.

If you want to know more, visit www.wheesbee.eu

Who’s doing what: deep-search companies, other organisations, even your competitors,
across patents, technical papers, or funded projects.

Start to innovate with wheesbee

